
SUMMARY An avid architecture enthusiast, communicator, and writer. I believe everything tells a

story- even a single brick. I try and capture the details for everything that catches my

eyes. Communicating the details by ideal media is the strength of mine. I believe in

proper design thinking that is empathetic and also solves existing problems.
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Yugantar Paudel
Brand/Communication Consultant, Writer, Architecture

Student

EDUCATION

Learning Realm
International
Higher
Secondary
School (LRI)

SCHOOL CLASS OF 2070
 Prefect, 2070
School Captain, 2069
School Vice Captain, 2066-68
Chief Editor-Inspiration (Annual
Students' Magazine) (2070)

EXPERIENCE

Member- LRI Students' Quality
Circle (SQC) 2066-70
Umesh Thapa Leadership
Award-2070
Student of The Year-
2066,67,69,70

Trinity
International
College

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 2073,  +2 IN SCIENCE

President, Trinity Students' Club (2073)
President- Book For A Cause (Chapter I, II) (2073, 74)
Editor in Chief- Infinity (Annual Students' Magazine) (2073)
President- Welcome Organizing Committee 2073

Pulchowk
Campus, IOE,
Tribhuwan
University

COLLEGE BACHELORS IN ARCHITECTURE (2074-. . . )

Class Representative, Class of '74
Treasurer- ENSAAS (Literary Forum) (2075-77)
Secretary- Tanahun Gorkha Lamjung Students Committee (2074-
77)
Treasurer- Pulchowkians Fitness Hub (PFH) (2074-76)

Editorial Board: SONA Monthly Newsletter (14th EC)
Writer/Editor: SPACES Magazine (2021 Volunteer
Community)
Outreach and Social Media Manager at Lavie Garden
(2077-....)
Community Manager at Latido Leathers (2076-2077)
Community Outreach, Content Writer and Creator at Yatri
Supplies (2075-...)
The Chief Cynic at Grocrastinate (2074-...)
Content Writer for Khalti(2075), All TV Updates (2075)
Budgettrekking.com(2074)
Editor in Chief at The Next Live (2074-2075)
Ghostwriter for various business firms, education
consultancies, events, and motivational speakers.

BRANDING,
MARKETING,
WRITING
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Cover Letter
Hello There,

This letter is my expression of interest in the position of Editor in Chief of Architectural
Magazine- VAASTU, as mentioned in a notice from ASA . 

I have been a member of ASA since my first year and had followed VAASTU and its
whereabouts for quite a while after I knew about its existence. The gleam of hope came
shinning after I saw the notice of ASA taking a step towards the publication. 
VAASTU would definitely be an amazing architectural magazine if done right.  From having
references of buildings for case studies or the interviews of architects: the magazine
would be quite an asset for students like me. To be a part of the greater community as a
whole would be an exciting opportunity.  

I am an architecture student, with a keen interest in storytelling. I am an avid architecture
enthusiast, communicator, and writer. I believe everything tells a story- even a single brick.
I try and capture the details of everything that catches my eyes. Communicating the
details by ideal media is a strength of mine. I believe improper design thinking that is
empathetic and also solves existing problems.

I have been working as a freelancing content writer and content consultant for more than
three years. Within this timeframe, I've managed to get hold of writing with keywords for
proper SEO, understanding the core brand voice and implementing it for copywriting, and
many other related skills, which will definitely be seen in the writings.  

I believe that the work should be clear and concise. I also have experience in proofreading
other writers' work. I have managed to proofread reports, and my previous employers
have always taken great satisfaction from my assisting them.

I am well aware of the importance of online content creation for the success of a brand. I
have successfully managed to do all these tasks as a freelance content writer, where my
clients are able to access proper, credible, affiliate informative posts with excellent
grammatical structure and spelling errors free writing.

I've attached a copy of my vision and framework for the magazine if I were to be the
Editor in Chief of the magazine. Thank you very much for considering my interest in the
above-mentioned position. I would be very happy to discuss the position in detail.

I can be reached at 9860560062 or yugantar.dwg@gmail.com 
I look forward to a response from your side.



To identify what got the
magazine stopped, and to help
eliminate issues altogether. 

IDENTIFICATION
OF ISSUES

To bring out detailed timeline
and action plans so that the
magazine would be out on set
time, with set standards.

PREPARATION OF
DETAILED PLAN

As a Academic Journal

for teachers, also a

place for sharing

teaching

experimentation and

overall experience

As a Academic Journal

and reference book

for students,

showcasing works,

talents and learn on

current issues.

A magazine

showcasing the works

and the processes of

various creative

professionals (not

limited to architects)

An instrument of

making laymen

understand

architecture-

Architecture beyond

our bubble.

1 2 3 4

VAASTU
Vision and Framework

MAGAZINE STRUCTURE

HIGHLIGHTS

Academics (Teachers)
Academics (Students)
Profession
Layman- Architecture to Normal People

MAGAZINE WOULD CONSIST OF FOUR
MAJOR PARTS:

 
1.
2.
3.
4.

Three Architectural Monuments
Per Issue.
Significance of Each Design
Studio- Top 3 Projects, and what
the students learned. (Case
Studies Too)
Thesis (Top 5)
Architectural Tips and Tricks
Architecture for Beginner- A
Complete Guide to start your
Architecture Career including
Legal Aspects and Dealing with
Clients.
Why should you hire an
architect- With Case Study.
Why Architecture: For
Engineering Aspirants.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

And Much More.


